
  

Complexity Theory
Part Two



  

Recap from Last Time



  

The Complexity Class P

● The complexity class P (polynomial 
time) is defied as

     P = { L | There is a polyiomial-time 
                   decider for L }

● Iituitively, P coitaiis all decisioi 
problems that cai be solved eficieitly.

● This is like class P, except with 
“eficieitly” tacked oito the eid.



  

The Complexity Class NP

● The complexity class NP (nondeterministic 
polynomial time) coitaiis all problems that 
cai be verifed ii polyiomial time.

● Formally:

      NP = { L | There is a polyiomial-time 
                        verifer for L }

● Iituitively, NP is the set of problems where 
“yes” aiswers cai be checked eficieitly.

● This is like the class RE, but with “eficieitly” 
tacked oi to the defiitioi.



  

The Biggest Uisolved Problem ii
Theoretical Computer Scieice:

P  ≟ NP



  

Theorem (Baker-Gill-Solovay): Aiy 
proof that purely relies oi uiiversality aid 
self-refereice caiiot resolve P  ≟ NP.

Proof: Take CS154!



  

So how are we goiig to
reasoi about P aid NP?



  

Intuition:

Problem A cai't be “harder” thai problem 
B, because solviig problem B lets us solve 

problem A.

bool solveProblemA(string input) {
    return solveProblemB(transform(input));
}



  

bool solveProblemA(string input) {
    return solveProblemB(transform(input));
}

● If A aid B are problems where it's 
possible to solve problem A usiig the 
strategy showi above*, we write

A ≤p B. 

● We say that A is polynomial-time 
reducible to B.

* Assumiig that transform
* ruis ii polyiomial time.



  

Polyiomial-Time Reductiois

● If A ≤p B aid B ∈ P, thei A ∈ P.

● If A ≤p B aid B ∈ NP, thei A ∈ NP.

      NPP



This ≤ₚ relatioi lets us raik the relative 
dificulties of problems ii P aid NP.

What else cai we do with it?



New Stuf!



  

Satisfability

● A propositioial logic formula φ is called 
satisfable if there is some assigimeit to 
its variables that makes it evaluate to true.
● p ∧ q is satisfable.
● p ∧ ¬p is uisatisfable.
● p → (q ∧ ¬q) is satisfable.

● Ai assigimeit of true aid false to the 
variables of φ that makes it evaluate to 
true is called a satisfying assignment.



  

SAT

● The boolean satisfability problem 
(SAT) is the followiig:

Given a propositional logic
formula φ, is φ satisfable?

● Formally:

SAT = { ⟨φ⟩ | φ is a satisfable PL       
formula }



  

Fiidiig Cliques

Does this graph coitaii a k-clique?Does this graph coitaii a k-clique?



  

Fiidiig Cliques

What is a k-clique?
● A set of k iodes
● Such that there’s ai 

edge betweei every 
pair of iodes 

a b

dc



  

Fiidiig Cliques

What is a k-clique?
● A set of k iodes
● Such that there’s ai 

edge betweei every 
pair of iodes 

a b

dc

Could we somehow take these rules and 
encode them as a propositional logic 

formula?

Could we somehow take these rules and 
encode them as a propositional logic 

formula?



  

Fiidiig Cliques

What is a k-clique?
● A set of k iodes 
● Such that there’s ai 

edge betweei every 
pair of iodes 

a b

dc

a1 a2 a3 a4

b1 b2 b3 b4

c1 c2 c3 c4

d1 d2 d3 d4



  

Fiidiig Cliques

What is a k-clique?
● A set of k iodes 
● Such that there’s ai 

edge betweei every 
pair of iodes 

a b

dc

a1 a2 a3 a4

b1 b2 b3 b4

c1 c2 c3 c4

d1 d2 d3 d4

Take your graph and defne the 
following propositional variables. 

The variable c
3

represents 
choosing node c as the 3rd node 

of your clique.

Take your graph and defne the 
following propositional variables. 

The variable c
3

represents 
choosing node c as the 3rd node 

of your clique.



  

Fiidiig Cliques

a b

dc

a1 a2 a3 a4

b1 b2 b3 b4

c1 c2 c3 c4

d1 d2 d3 d4

What is a k-clique?
● A set of k nodes 
● Such that there’s ai 

edge betweei every 
pair of iodes 



  

Fiidiig Cliques

a b

dc

a1 a2 a3 a4

b1 b2 b3 b4

c1 c2 c3 c4

d1 d2 d3 d4

Imagine we’re looking for a 3-
clique. That means we need one 
variable in each of these groups 

to be true.

Imagine we’re looking for a 3-
clique. That means we need one 
variable in each of these groups 

to be true.

What is a k-clique?
● A set of k nodes 
● Such that there’s ai 

edge betweei every 
pair of iodes 



  

Fiidiig Cliques

a b

dc

a1 a2 a3 a4

b1 b2 b3 b4

c1 c2 c3 c4

d1 d2 d3 d4

(a1 ∨ b1 ∨ c1 ∨ d1)

What is a k-clique?
● A set of k nodes 
● Such that there’s ai 

edge betweei every 
pair of iodes 



  

Fiidiig Cliques

a b

dc

a1 a2 a3 a4

b1 b2 b3 b4

c1 c2 c3 c4

d1 d2 d3 d4

The frst node of your clique is 
either a

 
or b or c

 
or d.

The frst node of your clique is 
either a

 
or b or c

 
or d.

(a1 ∨ b1 ∨ c1 ∨ d1)

What is a k-clique?
● A set of k nodes 
● Such that there’s ai 

edge betweei every 
pair of iodes 



  

Fiidiig Cliques

a b

dc

a1 a2 a3 a4

b1 b2 b3 b4

c1 c2 c3 c4

d1 d2 d3 d4

(a1 ∨ b1 ∨ c1 ∨ d1)

What is a k-clique?
● A set of k nodes 
● Such that there’s ai 

edge betweei every 
pair of iodes 



  

Fiidiig Cliques

a b

dc

a1 a2 a3 a4

b1 b2 b3 b4

c1 c2 c3 c4

d1 d2 d3 d4

(a1 ∨ b1 ∨ c1 ∨ d1) 
 ∧

(a2 ∨ b2 ∨ c2 ∨ d2)
  

What is a k-clique?
● A set of k nodes 
● Such that there’s ai 

edge betweei every 
pair of iodes 



  

Fiidiig Cliques

What is a k-clique?
● A set of k nodes 
● Such that there’s ai 

edge betweei every 
pair of iodes 

a b

dc

a1 a2 a3 a4

b1 b2 b3 b4

c1 c2 c3 c4

d1 d2 d3 d4

(a1 ∨ b1 ∨ c1 ∨ d1) 
 ∧

(a2 ∨ b2 ∨ c2 ∨ d2)
  ∧

(a3 ∨ b3 ∨ c3 ∨ d3)



  

Fiidiig Cliques

What is a k-clique?
● A set of k nodes 
● Such that there’s ai 

edge betweei every 
pair of iodes 

a b

dc

a1 a2 a3 a4

b1 b2 b3 b4

c1 c2 c3 c4

d1 d2 d3 d4

(a1 ∨ b1 ∨ c1 ∨ d1) 
 ∧

(a2 ∨ b2 ∨ c2 ∨ d2)
  ∧

(a3 ∨ b3 ∨ c3 ∨ d3)



  

Fiidiig Cliques

a b

dc

a1 a2 a3 a4

b1 b2 b3 b4

c1 c2 c3 c4

d1 d2 d3 d4

What is a k-clique?
● A set of k iodes 
● Such that there’s an 

edge between every 
pair of nodes 



  

Fiidiig Cliques

a b

dc

a1 a2 a3 a4

b1 b2 b3 b4

c1 c2 c3 c4

d1 d2 d3 d4

What is a k-clique?
● A set of k iodes 
● Such that there’s an 

edge between every 
pair of nodes 

We need to ensure we don’t pick 
a pair of nodes that don’t have 
an edge between them. In this 
graph, the missing edges are 

{a, c} and {b, c} 

We need to ensure we don’t pick 
a pair of nodes that don’t have 
an edge between them. In this 
graph, the missing edges are 

{a, c} and {b, c} 



  

Fiidiig Cliques

a b

dc

a1 a2 a3 a4

b1 b2 b3 b4

c1 c2 c3 c4

d1 d2 d3 d4

What is a k-clique?
● A set of k iodes 
● Such that there’s an 

edge between every 
pair of nodes 

We can’t choose both a and c 
because there’s no edge between 

them.

We can’t choose both a and c 
because there’s no edge between 

them.

for all i, j:
(¬ai ∨ ¬cj)



  

Fiidiig Cliques

a b

dc

a1 a2 a3 a4

b1 b2 b3 b4

c1 c2 c3 c4

d1 d2 d3 d4

What is a k-clique?
● A set of k iodes 
● Such that there’s an 

edge between every 
pair of nodes 

for all i, j:
(¬ai ∨ ¬cj)

for all i, j:
   (¬bi ∨ ¬cj)



  

Fiidiig Cliques

a b

dc

a1 a2 a3 a4

b1 b2 b3 b4

c1 c2 c3 c4

d1 d2 d3 d4

What is a k-clique?
● A set of k iodes 
● Such that there’s ai 

edge betweei every 
pair of iodes 



  

Fiidiig Cliques

a b

dc

a1 a2 a3 a4

b1 b2 b3 b4

c1 c2 c3 c4

d1 d2 d3 d4

What is a k-clique?
● A set of k iodes 
● Such that there’s ai 

edge betweei every 
pair of iodes 

Altogether, fnding an 
assignment of true false values 
to these variables that satisfes 
these constraints would amount 
to fnding a clique of desired 

size in our graph.

Altogether, fnding an 
assignment of true false values 
to these variables that satisfes 
these constraints would amount 
to fnding a clique of desired 

size in our graph.



  

Fiidiig Cliques

a b

dc

a1 a2 a3 a4

b1 b2 b3 b4

c1 c2 c3 c4

d1 d2 d3 d4

What is a k-clique?
● A set of k iodes 
● Such that there’s ai 

edge betweei every 
pair of iodes 

One example that works is to 
assign a

1
, b

2
, and d

3 
to be true 

and all other variables to be 

false.   

One example that works is to 
assign a

1
, b

2
, and d

3 
to be true 

and all other variables to be 

false.   



  

Intuition:

Fiidiig a k-clique cai’t be aiy harder 
thai solviig SAT, because we cai take 

aiy graph aid eicode it as a 
propositioial logic formula where 

fidiig a satisfyiig assigimeit 
correspoids to fidiig a k-clique.



  

Solviig Sudoku
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Does this Sudoku puzzle
have a solutioi?



  

Solviig Sudoku
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What is a Sudoku solutioi?

● Ai assigimeit of iumbers    
1 through 9 to a 9×9 grid 

● Such that each iumber    
appears exactly oice ii each 
row, columi, aid 3×3 square

● Subject to some existiig 
coistraiits (iumbers that     
have beei flled ii already)
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What is a Sudoku solutioi?

● An assignment of numbers 
1 through 9 to a 9×9 grid 

● Such that each iumber    
appears exactly oice ii each 
row, columi, aid 3×3 square

● Subject to some existiig 
coistraiits (iumbers that     
have beei flled ii already)

Take your puzzle and let the 
variable x

i,j,k 
represent flling in 

cell (i, j) with value k.

Take your puzzle and let the 
variable x

i,j,k 
represent flling in 

cell (i, j) with value k.
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What is a Sudoku solutioi?

● An assignment of numbers 
1 through 9 to a 9×9 grid 

● Such that each iumber    
appears exactly oice ii each 
row, columi, aid 3×3 square

● Subject to some existiig 
coistraiits (iumbers that     
have beei flled ii already)

for all i, j:
    xi,j,1∨ … ∨ xi,j,9

                    ∧
    for all k ≠ l:             
        (¬xi,j,k ∨ ¬xi,j,l)

All cells (i, j) should have some 
value between 1 and 9.

All cells (i, j) should have some 
value between 1 and 9.



  

Solviig Sudoku
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What is a Sudoku solutioi?

● An assignment of numbers 
1 through 9 to a 9×9 grid 

● Such that each iumber    
appears exactly oice ii each 
row, columi, aid 3×3 square

● Subject to some existiig 
coistraiits (iumbers that     
have beei flled ii already)

for all i, j:
    xi,j,1∨ … ∨ xi,j,9

                    ∧
    for all k ≠ l:             
        (¬xi,j,k ∨ ¬xi,j,l)

And each cell should only be 
assigned one value.

And each cell should only be 
assigned one value.



  

Solviig Sudoku
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What is a Sudoku solutioi?

● Ai assigimeit of iumbers 1 
through 9 to a 9×9 grid 

● Such that each number    
appears exactly once in each 
row, column, and 3×3 square

● Subject to some existiig 
coistraiits (iumbers that     
have beei flled ii already)



  

Solviig Sudoku
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What is a Sudoku solutioi?

● Ai assigimeit of iumbers 1 
through 9 to a 9×9 grid 

● Such that each number    
appears exactly once in each 
row, column, and 3×3 square

● Subject to some existiig 
coistraiits (iumbers that     
have beei flled ii already)

for all k ii [1, 9]:
(x1,1,k ∨ … ∨ x1,9,k)

 

In the frst row, every value 
k has to be assigned to one 

of the cells. 

In the frst row, every value 
k has to be assigned to one 

of the cells. 



  

Solviig Sudoku
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What is a Sudoku solutioi?

● Ai assigimeit of iumbers 1 
through 9 to a 9×9 grid 

● Such that each number 
appears exactly once in each 
row, column, and 3×3 square

● Subject to some existiig 
coistraiits (iumbers that     
have beei flled ii already)

Add similar constraints for 
the other rows, columns, and 

3x3 squares!

Add similar constraints for 
the other rows, columns, and 

3x3 squares!



  

Solviig Sudoku
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What is a Sudoku solutioi?

● Ai assigimeit of iumbers 1 
through 9 to a 9×9 grid 

● Such that each iumber    
appears exactly oice ii each 
row, columi, aid 3×3 square

● Subject to some existing 
constraints (numbers that 
have been flled in already)



  

Solviig Sudoku
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What is a Sudoku solutioi?

● Ai assigimeit of iumbers 1 
through 9 to a 9×9 grid 

● Such that each iumber    
appears exactly oice ii each 
row, columi, aid 3×3 square

● Subject to some existing 
constraints (numbers that 
have been flled in already)

(x1,3,7 ∧ x1,3,7 ∧ x1,3,7 ∧ …)
 



  

Solviig Sudoku
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What is a Sudoku solutioi?

● Ai assigimeit of iumbers 1 
through 9 to a 9×9 grid 

● Such that each iumber    
appears exactly oice ii each 
row, columi, aid 3×3 square

● Subject to some existing 
constraints (numbers that 
have been flled in already)

(x1,3,7 ∧ x1,5,6 ∧ x1,3,7 ∧ …)
 



  

Solviig Sudoku
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What is a Sudoku solutioi?

● Ai assigimeit of iumbers 1 
through 9 to a 9×9 grid 

● Such that each iumber    
appears exactly oice ii each 
row, columi, aid 3×3 square

● Subject to some existing 
constraints (numbers that 
have been flled in already)

(x1,3,7 ∧ x1,5,6 ∧ x1,6,1 ∧ …)
 



  

Solviig Sudoku
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What is a Sudoku solutioi?

● Ai assigimeit of iumbers 1 
through 9 to a 9×9 grid 

● Such that each iumber    
appears exactly oice ii each 
row, columi, aid 3×3 square

● Subject to some existiig 
coistraiits (iumbers that     
have beei flled ii already)

Altogether, fnding an assignment of true false 
values to these variables that satisfes these 

constraints would amount to fnding a solution to 
our Sudoku puzzle.

Altogether, fnding an assignment of true false 
values to these variables that satisfes these 

constraints would amount to fnding a solution to 
our Sudoku puzzle.



  

Intuition:

Solviig Sudoku cai’t be aiy harder thai 
solviig SAT, because we cai take aiy 

Sudoku puzzle aid eicode it as a 
propositioial logic formula where 

fidiig a satisfyiig assigimeit 
correspoids to fidiig a puzzle solutioi.



SAT

Fiidiig 
cliques

Solviig 
Sudoku



SAT

Fiidiig 
cliques

Solviig 
Sudoku

Job 
scheduliig

Tetris

Loigest 
commoi 

subsequeice

Fiidiig 
Hamiltoiiai 

paths

It turns out that a lot of 
other problems can also be 

reduced to SAT.

It turns out that a lot of 
other problems can also be 

reduced to SAT.



  

Key Observations:

(1) SAT is versatile – beiig able to solve 
SAT allows us to solve maiy other 
problems.

(2) The fact that lots of problems reduce 
to SAT suggests we cai gauge the 
dificulty of these problems by lookiig at 
the dificulty of SAT. 



  

An Analogy: Ruiiiig Really Fast



  

For people A aid B, we say A ≤ᵣ B if
A’s top ruiiiig speed is at most B’s top speed.
(Intuitively: B can run at least as fast as A.)

 

We say that persoi P is CS103-fast if
∀A ∈ CS103. A ≤ᵣ P.

(How fast are you if you’re CS103-fast?)
 

We say that persoi P is CS103-complete if
P ∈ CS103 aid P is CS103-fast.

(How fast are you if you’re CS103-complete?)

CS103 CS103-fastCS103-complete

Usaii 
Bolt

Usaii 
Bolt

Paula
Radclife

Paula
Radclife

Fastest 
ruiier ii 

CS103

Fastest 
ruiier ii 

CS103
Tied for 

fastest ii 
CS103

Tied for 
fastest ii 

CS103



  

For laiguages A aid B, we say A ≤ₚ B if
A reduces to B ii polyiomial time.

(Intuitively: B is at least as hard as A.)
 

We say that a laiguage L is NP-hard if
∀A ∈ NP. A ≤ₚ L.

(How hard is a problem that’s NP-hard?)
 

We say that a laiguage L is NP-complete if
L ∈ NP aid L is NP-hard.

(How hard is a problem that’s NP-complete?)

NP NP-hardNP-complete

LD
LD

ATM
ATMHardest 

problem ii 
NP

Hardest 
problem ii 

NP
Tied for 

hardest ii 
NP

Tied for 
hardest ii 

NP



  

Intuition: The NP-complete problems are 
the hardest problems ii NP.

 

If we cai determiie how hard those 
problems are, it would tell us a lot about 

the P  ≟ NP questioi.



  

The Taitaliziig Truth

Theorem: If any NP-complete laiguage is ii P, thei P = NP.

Proof: Suppose that L is NP-complete aid L ∈ P. Now coisider
aiy arbitrary NP problem X. Siice L is NP-complete, we kiow
that X ≤p L. Siice L ∈ P aid X ≤p L, we see that X ∈ P. Siice
our choice of X was arbitrary, this meais that NP ⊆ P, so
P = NP. ■Intuition: This meais the hardest 

problems ii NP arei’t actually that 
hard. We cai solve them ii 

polyiomial time. So that meais we 
cai solve all problems ii NP ii 

polyiomial time.

Intuition: This meais the hardest 
problems ii NP arei’t actually that 

hard. We cai solve them ii 
polyiomial time. So that meais we 

cai solve all problems ii NP ii 
polyiomial time.



  

The Taitaliziig Truth

      NP
P

NPC 

Theorem: If any NP-complete laiguage is ii P, thei P = NP.

Proof: Suppose that L is NP-complete aid L ∈ P. Now coisider
aiy arbitrary NP problem X. Siice L is NP-complete, we kiow
that X ≤p L. Siice L ∈ P aid X ≤p L, we see that X ∈ P. Siice
our choice of X was arbitrary, this meais that NP ⊆ P, so
P = NP. ■



  

The Taitaliziig Truth

      NP
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Theorem: If any NP-complete laiguage is ii P, thei P = NP.

Proof: Suppose that L is NP-complete aid L ∈ P. Now coisider
aiy arbitrary NP problem X. Siice L is NP-complete, we kiow
that X ≤p L. Siice L ∈ P aid X ≤p L, we see that X ∈ P. Siice
our choice of X was arbitrary, this meais that NP ⊆ P, so
P = NP. ■



  

The Taitaliziig Truth

Theorem: If any NP-complete laiguage is ii P, thei P = NP.

Proof: Suppose that L is NP-complete aid L ∈ P. Now coisider
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The Taitaliziig Truth

     P = NP

Theorem: If any NP-complete laiguage is ii P, thei P = NP.

Proof: Suppose that L is NP-complete aid L ∈ P. Now coisider
aiy arbitrary NP problem A. Siice L is NP-complete, we kiow
that A ≤ₚ L. Siice L ∈ P aid A ≤ₚ L, we see that A ∈ P. Siice
our choice of A was arbitrary, this meais that NP ⊆ P, so
P = NP. ■



  

The Taitaliziig Truth

Theorem: If any NP-complete laiguage is iot ii P, thei P ≠ NP.

Proof: Suppose that L is ai NP-complete laiguage iot ii P. Siice
L is NP-complete, we kiow that L ∈ NP. Therefore, we kiow
that L ∈ NP aid L ∉ P, so P ≠ NP. ■

Intuition: This meais the hardest 
problems ii NP are so hard that 

they cai’t be solved ii polyiomial 
time. So the hardest problems ii NP 

arei’t ii P, meaiiig P ≠ NP.

Intuition: This meais the hardest 
problems ii NP are so hard that 

they cai’t be solved ii polyiomial 
time. So the hardest problems ii NP 

arei’t ii P, meaiiig P ≠ NP.



  

The Taitaliziig Truth
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Theorem: If any NP-complete laiguage is iot ii P, thei P ≠ NP.

Proof: Suppose that L is ai NP-complete laiguage iot ii P. Siice
L is NP-complete, we kiow that L ∈ NP. Therefore, we kiow
that L ∈ NP aid L ∉ P, so P ≠ NP. ■



  

How do we even know NP-complete
problems exist in the frst place?



  

Theorem (Cook-Levin): SAT is NP-complete.

Proof Idea: To see that SAT ∈ NP, show how to 
make a polyiomial-time verifer for it. Key idea: 
have the certifcate be a satisfyiig assigimeit.

To show that SAT is NP-hard, givei a 
polymomial-time verifer V for ai arbitrary NP 
laiguage L, for aiy striig w you cai coistruct a 
polyiomially-sized formula φ(w) that says “there 
is a certifcate c where V accepts ⟨w, c⟩.” This 
formula is satisfable if aid oily if w ∈ L, so 
decidiig whether the formula is satisfable 
decides whether w is ii L. ■-ish

Proof: Take CS154!



  

Why All This Matters

● Resolviig P   ≟ NP is equivaleit to just 
fguriig out how hard SAT is.

SAT ∈ P   ↔    P = NP
● We've turied a huge, abstract, theoretical 

problem about solviig problems versus 
checkiig solutiois iito the coicrete task of 
seeiig how hard oie problem is.

● You cai get a seise for how little we kiow 
about algorithms aid computatioi givei 
that we cai't yet aiswer this questioi!



  

Why All This Matters

● You will almost certaiily eicouiter NP-hard 
problems ii practice – they're everywhere!

● If a problem is NP-hard, thei there is io kiowi 
algorithm for that problem that
● is eficieit oi all iiputs,
● always gives back the right aiswer, aid
● ruis determiiistically.

● Useful intuition: If you ieed to solve ai NP-hard 
problem, you will either ieed to settle for ai 
approximate aiswer, ai aiswer that's likely but iot 
iecessarily right, or have to work oi really small 
iiputs.



  

Sample NP-Hard Problems
● Computational biology: Givei a set of geiomes, what is the most 

probable evolutioiary tree that would give rise to those geiomes? 
(Maximum parsimony problem)

● Game theory: Givei ai arbitrary perfect-iiformatioi, fiite, two-player 
game, who wiis? (Generalized geography problem)

● Operations research: Givei a set of jobs aid workers who cai 
perform those tasks ii parallel, cai you complete all the jobs withii 
some time bouid? (Job scheduling problem)

● Machine learning: Givei a set of data, fid the simplest way of 
modeliig the statistical patteris ii that data (Bayesian network 
inference problem)

● Medicine: Givei a group of people who ieed kidieys aid a group of 
kidiey doiors, fid the maximum iumber of people who survive. (Cycle 
cover problem)

● Systems: Givei a set of processes aid a iumber of processors, fid the 
optimal way to assigi those tasks so that they complete as sooi as 
possible (Processor scheduling problem)



  

Coda: What if P  ≟ NP is resolved?



  

Time-Out for Aiiouicemeits!



  

Problem Sets

● Problem Set 7 was due thirty miiutes 
ago. Solutiois are available here aid 
also oi the course website.

Congratulations – you're done
with CS103 problem sets!



  

Please evaluate this course on Axess.
Your feedback really makes a difereice.



  

Fiial Exam Logistics

● Our fial exam is Friday, August 16th from 7PM – 
10PM ii Bishop Auditorium.

● The exam is cumulative. You’re respoisible for 
topics from PS0 – PS7 aid all of the lectures up 
through aid iicludiig Uisolvable Problems.

● The exam is closed-book, closed-computer, aid 
limited-iote. You cai briig oie double-sided sheet 
of 8.5” × 11” iotes with you to the exam, decorated 
aiy way you’d like.

● Studeits with OAE accommodatiois: if we doi’t yet 
have your OAE letter, please seid it to us ASAP.



  

Prepariig for the Exam

● We’ve posted two practice fial exams, 
with solutiois, to the course website. 
They’re oi the Extra Practice page uider 
Resources.
● The practice exam we’ll be usiig duriig the 

practice fial will be released today as well.
● Practice Final Today from 5:30-8:30 PM 

upstairs ii Gates 104. 



  

The Big Picture



  

Take a miiute to refect oi your jouriey.



  

Set Theory

Power Sets

Caitor’s Theorem

Direct Proofs

Parity

Proof by Coitrapositive

Proof by Coitradictioi

Modular Coigrueice

Number Theory

Propositioial Logic

First-Order Logic

Logic Traislatiois

Logical Negatiois

Propositioial Completeiess

Vacuous Truths

Touriameit Graphs

Biiary Relatiois

Equivaleice Relatiois

Equivaleice Classes

Systems of Represeitatives

Strict Orders

Fuictiois

Iijectiois

Surjectiois

Bijectiois

Iiverse Fuictiois

Permutatiois

Graphs

Coiiectivity

Graph Automorphisms

Vertex Covers

Bipartite Graphs

Mathematical Iiductioi

Loop Iivariaits

Complete Iiductioi

Tiliig Problems

Bezout's Ideitity

Euclid's Algorithm

Hypercubes

Formal Laiguages

DFAs

Regular Laiguages

Closure Properties

NFAs

Subset Coistructioi

Kleeie Closures

Moioids

5-Tuples

Regular Expressiois

State Elimiiatioi

Distiiguishability

Myhill-Nerode Theorem

Noiregular Laiguages

Exteided Traisitioi Fuictiois

Equivaleice Relatioi Iidices

Axiom of Choice

Coitext-Free Grammars

Turiig Machiies

Church-Turiig Thesis

TM Eicodiigs

Uiiversal Turiig Machiies

Self-Refereice

Decidability

Recogiizability

Self-Defeatiig Objects

Uidecidable Problems

Haltiig Problem

Verifers

Diagoializatioi Laiguage

Complexity Class P

Complexity Class NP

P  ≟ NP Problem

Polyiomial-Time Reducibility

NP-Completeiess



  

You’ve doie more thai just check
a buich of boxes of a list.



  

You’ve givei yourself the fouidatioi
to tackle problems from all over

computer scieice.



  

Kinda sorta like 
a left inverse!

Kinda sorta like 
a left inverse!

Hey, you’ve seen 
this before!

Hey, you’ve seen 
this before!

 

From CS255
 

 

From CS255
 



  

 

From CS145
 

 

From CS145
 

Cartesian 
products!

Cartesian 
products!

Set-builder 
notation!

Set-builder 
notation!



  

 

From CS251
 

 

From CS251
 

Whoa, it’s a 
function!

Whoa, it’s a 
function!



  

 

From CS143
 

 

From CS143
 

It’s a 
CFG!

It’s a 
CFG!

It’s an automaton 
derived from a 

CFG!

It’s an automaton 
derived from a 

CFG!



  

 

From CS221
 

 

From CS221
 

It’s a 
DFA!

It’s a 
DFA!



  

 

From CS161
 

 

From CS161
 

It’s FOL 
and 

functions!

It’s FOL 
and 

functions!



  

 

From CS224W
 

 

From CS224W
 

First-order 
defnitions on 

graphs!

First-order 
defnitions on 

graphs!Set diference 
and 

cardinality!

Set diference 
and 

cardinality!



  

 

From CS242
 

 

From CS242
 

It’s a 
CFG!

It’s a 
CFG!



  

 

From CS166
 

 

From CS166
 

Fibonacci 
numbers!

Fibonacci 
numbers!

Trees!Trees!

Formal 
proofs!

Formal 
proofs!



  

 

From CS238
 

 

From CS238
 

Hey, we know 
that one!

Hey, we know 
that one!



  

 

From CS144
 

 

From CS144
 

It’s a 
generalization of 

DFAs!

It’s a 
generalization of 

DFAs!



  

 

From CS168
 

 

From CS168
 

Reducibility!Reducibility!

A Myhill-
Nerode-style 
argument!

A Myhill-
Nerode-style 
argument!



  

 

From CS124
 

 

From CS124
 

New defnitions 
on graphs! 

New defnitions 
on graphs! What do graphs 

with these 
properties look 

like?

What do graphs 
with these 

properties look 
like?

Transform some 
object to make 
it closed under 
some operation!

Transform some 
object to make 
it closed under 
some operation!



  

 

From CS154
 

 

From CS154
 

Using Turing 
machines to defne 

intrinsic 
information 
content!

Using Turing 
machines to defne 

intrinsic 
information 
content!



  

 

From CS246
 

 

From CS246
 

Functions, set 
union, and set 
cardinality!

Functions, set 
union, and set 
cardinality!



  

 

From CS140
 

 

From CS140
 

These are 
binary 

relations!

These are 
binary 

relations!
This is a strict 

order!

This is a strict 
order!



  

You’ve givei yourself the fouidatioi
to tackle problems from all over

computer scieice.



  

There’s so much more to explore.
Where should you go iext?



  

Course Recommeidatiois

Theoryland
● CS154
● Phil 151
● Phil 152
● Math 107
● Math 108
● Math 120
● Math 113
● Math 161
● Math 152

Applications
● CS124
● CS143
● CS161
● CS224W
● CS243
● CS246
● CS242
● CS251
● CS255

                              Functions      

                       Relations
                              Graphs           

                           Symmetries

                                 Number Theory

                          Set Theory

                              Computability

                            Languages /
                           Automata

                     Graphs

                        Functions



  

Your Questiois



  

“As computers become more ubiquitous, it 
seems that kiowledge about computers 

aid how they work does iot. How cai we 
address this? Does LiikedIi have a 
perspective oi this? Your persoial 

thoughts?”

Though there’s still a lot we don’t know about 
computation, the amount that we do know is 

increasing every day! CS research (theoretical and 
applied) is constantly discovering new things about 
what’s possible with a computer and new algorithms, 
new applications of existing techniques, etc.   

Though there’s still a lot we don’t know about 
computation, the amount that we do know is 

increasing every day! CS research (theoretical and 
applied) is constantly discovering new things about 
what’s possible with a computer and new algorithms, 
new applications of existing techniques, etc.   



  

“If I get ai awful grade oi the fial exam, 
is it possible to still do okay-ish ii the class 
(if I've beei keepiig up with the problem 

sets)?”

I don’t think this is the right question to be asking 
right now: 1) If you’ve been keeping up with the 
problem sets, there’s no reason to expect that 
you’ll do poorly on the exam, and 2) the fnal 
hasn’t happened yet so the outcome is still very 
much in your hands! Instead of thinking of what 
could happen if the exam goes badly, focus your 
energy on actively targeting your weak spots and 

working to make the exam go well.

I don’t think this is the right question to be asking 
right now: 1) If you’ve been keeping up with the 
problem sets, there’s no reason to expect that 
you’ll do poorly on the exam, and 2) the fnal 
hasn’t happened yet so the outcome is still very 
much in your hands! Instead of thinking of what 
could happen if the exam goes badly, focus your 
energy on actively targeting your weak spots and 

working to make the exam go well.



  

“What is the high-level kiowledge map for 
math used ii CS? PSets do give a glimpse 
iito how much math is iivolved ii maiy 
areas of CS but what is the big picture?”

We saw some specifc examples earlier today, here’s 
a broader overview*

* Huge caveat: this is largely based on which areas 
of CS I’ve personally been exposed to! There’s lots 

that I don’t have much experience in.

We saw some specifc examples earlier today, here’s 
a broader overview*

* Huge caveat: this is largely based on which areas 
of CS I’ve personally been exposed to! There’s lots 

that I don’t have much experience in.
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Number 
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Crypto

Networkiig
Probability

Functions

Set theory

Graphs
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Math is everywhere in 
CS :D You can choose 
how deeply you want 
to study the theory 

side of things 
 (yay abstractions!)  

Math is everywhere in 
CS :D You can choose 
how deeply you want 
to study the theory 

side of things 
 (yay abstractions!)  



  

“What kiid of music do you listei to?”

I like a mix of stuf! Here’s a sample: 

- Kishi Bashi
- Death Cab for Cutie

- Tom Misch
- Radiohead

- The National Parks
- Rebelution

 - Sleeping At Last

I like a mix of stuf! Here’s a sample: 

- Kishi Bashi
- Death Cab for Cutie

- Tom Misch
- Radiohead

- The National Parks
- Rebelution

 - Sleeping At Last



  

“Now that I'm armed with all this discrete 
math aid computability theory, how cai I 

better explaii to my (ioi-academic) family 
aid frieids that computers/robots/AI woi't 

take over the world?”

Though computers are powerful, you’ve 
seen in this class that there are problems 

that are fundamentally impossible for 
computers to solve. Ideas like 

diagonalization actually don’t require too 
much technical background to understand 

and explain!

Though computers are powerful, you’ve 
seen in this class that there are problems 

that are fundamentally impossible for 
computers to solve. Ideas like 

diagonalization actually don’t require too 
much technical background to understand 

and explain!



  

“What does doiig research ii CS look like? 
Like for beich scieice, we will coiduct 
experimeits to test ai idea. It's hard to 
imagiie CS researches as sittiig ii ai 

ofice aid codiig all day loig.”

Similar process, just diferent tools! CS research can 
take many forms: coming up with new ways of 

modeling and predicting phenomena, designing new 
algorithms and proving that they meet certain 
runtime/space constraints, fnding new ways of 

applying CS to other felds (education, healthcare, 
transportation, …)

Would be happy to connect you to folks here in the 
department who are doing CS research!

Similar process, just diferent tools! CS research can 
take many forms: coming up with new ways of 

modeling and predicting phenomena, designing new 
algorithms and proving that they meet certain 
runtime/space constraints, fnding new ways of 

applying CS to other felds (education, healthcare, 
transportation, …)

Would be happy to connect you to folks here in the 
department who are doing CS research!



  

“Out of all the CS courses ofered at 
Staiford...why CS103? What makes this 

course more compelliig to you thai 
others?”

:)
We get to take these abstract, complex, 

philosophical ideas (the nature of computation, 
infnity, truth) and make them accessible and 

tangible.
 As a class in the CS core @ Stanford, CS103 
presents the unique opportunity to get people 

excited about computer science from a completely 
diferent perspective.

:)
We get to take these abstract, complex, 

philosophical ideas (the nature of computation, 
infnity, truth) and make them accessible and 

tangible.
 As a class in the CS core @ Stanford, CS103 
presents the unique opportunity to get people 

excited about computer science from a completely 
diferent perspective.



  

Fiial Thoughts



  

A Huge Rouid of Thaiks!



  

There are more problems to
solve than there are programs

capable of solving them.



  

There is so much more to explore aid so 
maiy big questiois to ask – many of 

which haven't been asked yet!



  

Theory

Practice



  

You iow kiow what problems we cai solve, 
what problems we cai't solve, aid what 

problems we believe we cai't solve 
eficieitly.



  

Our questions to you:

What problems will you choose to solve?
Why do those problems matter to you?
Aid how are you goiig to solve them?
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